Honda ac compressor clutch

Honda designs and manufactures a wide range of vehicles. Many of Honda's vehicles are
equipped with air conditioner units. The AC compressor clutch is the power feed to your AC
compressor. The compressor is the unit that cools the air before it enters into the Honda's
cabin. If your AC is not properly cooling the vehicle, the AC clutch relay could be faulty. You
can test the clutch relay for power with a test light. Turn the Honda engine on. Turn the AC
settings to "Off. Locate the AC clutch relay. Trace the wire that runs off the AC compressor; this
wire plugs into the clutch relay. The relay is mounted on the firewall. You will notice a three-wire
connection on the relay. Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. Touch the
test light lead to the middle of the three wires. The middle wire receives power from the clutch
relay. The wire should read "Inactive. Turn the AC control to "On. Touch the test light lead to the
middle wire once more. The wire should now read "Hot. Johnathan Cronk is a freelance writer
and began writing at the age of Throughout his career he has specialized in sports, how-to and
advice articles. He has also written sales pitches in the corporate setting since Step 1 Turn the
Honda engine on. Step 2 Connect the test light clip to the negative battery terminal. It only takes
a minute to sign up. I have a Honda Civic 1. Normally, I would expect to see and feel a slight dip
in rpms as the compressor comes on, but before the IAC opens up to compensate. Does this
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diy kind of job? This time I could feel and hear the compressor engage with a kind of clink. So it
seems like I've got some kind of intermittent compressor issue. Maybe a loose wire preventing
the clutch from engaging? What should I check? The most likely cause is intermittent failure of
the compressor relay. Find it in the underhood fusebox, remove it. It will be labeled Mag Clutch
or have a picture of a snowflake. Then swap it with one of the same part number in the same
box. Then test to see if the compressor engages. Your "I feel the load" test is fine but you can
see the clutch come on by watching the clutch end plate on the end of the compressor. The two
ends where being held together by the red cloth casing and making intermittent contact. I had to
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join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question. Asked 4
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Robert S. Barnes Robert S. Barnes The air con controller wont engage the clutch if the
refrigerant is low on pressure. That would be the first thing I would check. HandyHowie But
wouldn't I have to have a massive, catastrophic leak in order to go from it working so well to it
not working at all in such a short period of time? Also, it kinda went from not working so well, to
working great, to not working at all. That doesn't sound like a leak to me, even though I have no
real expertise in this area. Barnes Sep 7 '16 at It wouldn't take long for the gas to escape even
from a tiny perforation. It may be a different fault that caused it not to work very well before, but
once it started working properly, a weakness somewhere could have turned into a leak. A quick
press on one of the gas ports will indicate whether you have much pressure in the system with
the engine stopped. So I think it must be something other than a leak. I agree. Maybe you have a
bad connection on the low pressure sensor connector or the compressor clutch actuator
connector. Show 7 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Fred Wilson Fred
Wilson Add a comment. OK, so the problem turned out to be a torn wire on the compressors'
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Related 7. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. For people who live in hot climates, the air
conditioning in the car is definitely a blessing. While many people take car air conditioning for
granted, its importance is clear when the air conditioning fails or the compressor is damaged.
There are some common symptoms of a bad AC compressor switch and some simple repairs
for them. The AC compressor is the most integral part of the air conditioning system and is
responsible for pressurizing the refrigerant and distributing it. The reason for this is that the
damaged compressor does not distribute the refrigerant effectively, which means that the air
conditioning system no longer blows cold air. The AC compressor is a complex component and
has a number of internal components that perform certain functions. If the compressor is
damaged, the internal components are also affected and start to produce different types of
noise. For example, worn bearings can produce a squeaking or grinding noise. The best option,
in this case, is to replace the entire compressor. The vehicle AC compressor has a built-in
bearing, and these bearings prevent the liquid from escaping while the refrigerant is
pressurized. However, when the AC compressor gets old, these bearings are damaged and as a
result the fluid starts to leak through them. In such a case, you will see liquid leaking near the
compressor, indicating that the bearings are worn out. The compressor clutch regulates when

the AC compressor should be switched on and off. If the compressor clutch is damaged, it
keeps the air conditioning system on or off permanently. A defective compressor clutch can be
replaced, but it is generally recommended to replace the entire compressor to save time and
additional costs. To be on the safe side, you should take some diagnostic steps before you
finally conclude that the compressor needs to be replaced. If not, there is some sort of problem
with the air conditioning. Next, open the hood and visually inspect the AC compressor for signs
of damage, rust, leaks, etc. Any visible damage is an indication of a defective or malfunctioning
AC compressor. Also, the compressor will not work properly if there is not enough oil, and may
even cause the temperature in the vehicle to rise. If you have inspected the compressor and
cannot find any damage or rust, the next step would be to check the belts to make sure they are
in good condition and have no cracks. A worn belt can cause damage to the compressor, so it
is advisable to replace it as soon as possible. The clutch is located in front of the AC
compressor. Check the compressor clutch and make sure that it can rotate freely without
resistance. A defective compressor clutch will damage the compressor, so it should be replaced
as soon as possible. You can try to switch on the AC compressor manually. To check if the AC
compressor starts, start the engine and set the AC fan setting to max. Open the hood and see if
you can hear the sound of the compressor. If the compressor does not start, you will hear a
funny nose. The refrigerant in the AC system should not be low, nor should it leak. If there is a
leak, the AC performance of your vehicle will not meet requirements, and the best way to detect
a leak is to use an electronic leak detector. Check if there is refrigerant pressure in the AC
system using an air conditioner that does this job for you, or you can check it manually by
using a pressure gauge. You should have about 14 bar on the high-pressure side and 2. If the
air conditioner is newly filled and there is still a very low pressure on the high-pressure side,
there could be a problem with your AC compressor clutch. To test if the AC compressor switch
is working properly, you can turn it on manually with some simple tools. You can do this at
home. An easy way to check the clutch of your AC compressor is to gently and lightly tap on
the clutch when the compressor is running and the motor is on. Sometimes, when the clutch is
worn, the disc is too thin and may not engage properly. This must be done very carefully so that
you do not get your tool stuck in the snake belt and ruin your engine, which could result in
serious damage. This is only recommended if you have a great deal of knowledge about it. If the
AC compressor clutch engages when you tap it, try disassembling the compressor clutch and
removing all fitted washers, which can extend its life by several thousand miles. The AC
compressor clutch often has a plug with 2 pins. One is for ground and one for the volt power
cable. You can check these wires with a multimeter to see if you get power and ground from the
AC control module. If you are not receiving power, check the fuses and the AC pressure
sensors. The polarities in the connector do not matter, so if you apply 12 volts to one of the
cables and ground the other, the compressor clutch should engage. If it does not engage when
manually engaged, replace the clutch. Repairing or replacing the auto compressor is one of the
most expensive procedures and the price usually varies depending on the model and brand.
Since the AC compressor has several moving parts, these parts will be damaged over time.
Most mechanics and car experts recommend replacing the entire compressor rather than
repairing these individual components, as this is less expensive and saves time. Prices can be
higher if the car is new or has a complicated unit. The cost also depends on the service garage.
For example, an official car dealer will charge you much more than a local mechanic. However,
there are certain ways that you can save this money, even if it requires some additional work.
Most auto repair shops order the car parts from online dealers and sell them at a higher price.
Compared to car dealerships, you will definitely find the parts at a lower price. Although you
can replace the AC compressor yourself to save costs, we do not recommend this as it is a
difficult procedure. However, it is always a good idea to research the market and find the best
car dealer and mechanic who does not charge excessive labour costs. If you have any further
questions about car air conditioning, simply comment below and one of our experts will contact
you as soon as possible. I have been working with cars for 10 years, specialized in diagnostics
and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding false information on the
web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content! Contents show. AC
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Compressor Clutch. Turn on the Air Conditioning. Inspect the Compressor. Inspect the
Serpentine Belt. Check the Compressor Clutch. Check if the Compressor Starts. Check for any
Refrigerant Leak. Check if there is any refrigerant pressure in the AC system. Give it a light tap
with a tool. Remove the connector and force it with 12v and ground. Search This Site Search.
However, once the damage has been done, immediate replacement is required. Installing a new
compressor is thankfully not too difficult for the average car-savvy motorist. It takes about two
hours or so for someone to replace their busted compressor on most Hondas out there. The

Freon should be vented not to the open air but through professional equipment found in oil
change stations and certain garages they get compensated for any Freon they collect. Step 2:
The Freon can also be recycled after your compressor has been repaired. However, it's
recommended that you have fresh coolant for the sake of lubricant refreshment. Also,
disconnect the battery by loosening the positive terminal and setting it aside. Step 3: Firmly
push on the tension pulley and take off the belt from the compressor pulley wheel by sliding it
from the idle pulley serpentine belt systems only. After freeing the belt from the idle pulley,
remove it from the grooved compressor pulley wheel for good measure. Step 4: If you have a
single-belt system, loosen the compressor mount's adjustment bolt until you can get the
compressor to slide off its mount. This releases belt tension, so now you can take the slack belt
off of the pulley. Step 5: Pull the adapter plug from the compressor terminal to disconnect it
from the wiring harness. Take off the Freon lines by removing their line bolts. Expect hissing to
occur. If you have a pressurized system, don't uncouple the lines. Step 6: Remove the stock
compressor by loosening the mounting bolts then grabbing the unit from the mount arms,
removing it from the assembly altogether. Place a new replacement compressor by inserting it
into the empty mount arms then tightening the mount bolts. Step 7: Tighten the line bolts of the
Freon lines until they're snug in order to connect them back. Inspect the gaskets for damage
prior to line reconnection. From there, replace the drive belt over the compressor pulley wheel.
Step 8: To place back the serpentine belt, loop it over the compressor's pulley wheel and press
the tension pulley arm while sliding it underneath the idle pulley. After releasing the tension
pulley, the belt will be pulled tight. Step 9: Meanwhile, single-belt systems require you to put the
belt over the pulley then pull the compressor while tightening the adjustment bolt by turning it
clockwise or to the right. There should be half an inch of play left for the belt. Step Press the
adapter plug into the terminal in order to reco
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nnect the wiring harness. As for the batter, just turn the positive terminal bolt clockwise to turn
it on. The compressors need a constant supply of lubricant to keep themselves from wearing
out and leaking precious coolant out of your car which will make it likelier for your car's interior
to feel like an oven and the components under your hood to overheat. We've Made a Site
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